KOREA ANALYSIS
CALL FOR PAPERS
Korea Analysis is a quarterly journal, providing the audience with a regular and
in-depth analysis of major issues of contemporary Korea and the Korean
peninsula. Starting in September 2015, Korea Analysis will be published in
both French and English. In addition of key interviews, articles are of two
types: op-eds from distinguished Korean scholars and short academic articles
based on local sources – Korean academic journals, articles from various
Korean think-tanks, newspapers, either in Korean or English. Each issue of
Korea Analysis presents a “Dossier” including four of five articles on one key
issue while other articles, more diverse, are published under “En décalage".
Article topics are drawn directly from Korean current affairs, or from heated
debates in the Korean press. Thus, the aim of the review is to relay and
analyze the Korean view on the country’s and the peninsula’s current
events. More precisely, Korea Analysis covers a number of topics, including
subjects related to Korean politics, economics and society, North Korea,
geopolitics and international relations in the Korean peninsula, etc.
The project was launched by Pr. Yoo Junghwan and Pr. François Godement in
early 2013, and obtained funding from the Academy of Korean Studies in
September 2013. A team was then quickly gathered, and the first issue of Korea
Analysis was published in January 2014.
Editing team
The editor in chief, Jean Raphael Chaponniere who has succeeded to Yoo
Jungwhan, is an associate research fellow at Asia Center. He was researcher at
the National Center for Scientific Research (1980-1998), visiting research fellow
at ISEAS (Singapore) and Euro Asia Institute (INSEAD), expert at the NESDB
(Thailand); Economic counsellor in the French embassy in South Korea (19982000) and in Turkey (2000-2003) and senior economist at the Asian department
of Agence Française de Développement (2005 to 2011). He has published
extensively on Asian economies.
The journal coordinator, Antoine Bondaz, a fellow at Asia Center, is a PhD
candidate at Sciences Po Paris who will defend his thesis on Chinese strategic
thinking and China-Koreas relations later this year. He is attached to the Center
for International Studies and Research (CERI) and the Strategic Research
Institute of the French Ministry of Defence (IRSEM). He is also an invited
visiting fellow at the IIRI Center at Korea University and a visiting scholar at the
Carnegie-Tsinghua Center for Global Policy in Beijing.
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Reach
Korea Analysis will be of great interest to our current readership, as well as new
potential readers in France, Europe and elsewhere in the world as it will be
published in English and French. Korea Analysis remains one of the only
periodical published exclusively on Korean affairs and focusing on debates
among Korean scholars and within the Korean society. This mix is well suited
for a large audience of both private and public institutions, as well as individual
readers working in the field of Asian or international affairs.
French articles so far published in English include:







“South Korea is seeking to find a balance in Northeast Asia: interview
with Professor CHUNG In-Moon”
“South Korea trying to improve its Nation brand”
“The US interest is to share the security burden in northeast Asia:
Interview with HAHM Chaibong”
“Korea’s policy towards pollution and fine particle : a sense of urgency”
“The Saemaul movement: a development model South Korea wishes to
export”
“Korea needs to go much further in its official development aid: Interview
with Kim Young-mok”

Next isssues:
Korea Analysis n° 7 (July 2015): special issue on Korean diplomacy
Korea Analysis n° 8 (September 2015): special issue on Climate change
Korea Analysis n°9 (January 2016): special issue on Korean demographics
Call for Papers:
Submitted articles, in French or English, should be between 2000 and
2500 words linked either to special issues (“Dossier”) or to broader topics (“En
décalage"). Honorarium of 100€ are guaranteed to each contributor.
Jean Raphael Chaponnière chaponniere@wanadoo.fr
Antoine Bondaz: a.bondaz@centreasia.eu
Asia Centre
71, boulevard Raspail 75006 Paris France
Tel: +33 (0)1 75 43 63 20
Fax: +33 (0)1 75 43 63 23
E-mail: contact@centreasia.eu
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